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Abstract 
Title: “Can’t anyone just do it for me?!” - A qualitative study of 10 women’s views on 
investments and robo-advisory 
Year: 2019 
Authors: Emma Burman & Tom Cevey 
Supervisor: Mats Jadeskär 
 
Robo-advisory is a new service in the financial market and is designed to support financial 
decisions. Previous researches show that attitudes toward robo-advisory are an important 
aspect of their acceptance, and therefore this study is designed to investigate how the 
attitudes to robo-advisory is affected by five chosen factors. Previous studies also show a lack 
of financial literacy in young women leading to poor investment decisions. The purpose of 
this thesis is therefore to study how the factors influence the attitudes toward robo-advisors 
from a perspective of a young women in order to see if robo-advisory could be used as a 
substitute for financial literacy.  
 
This qualitative research was conducted on ten young women age 20-30. The collected data 
has then been transcribed, and then analyzed based on a content analysis with categories 
created for the purpose of the survey. The result shows that without financial literacy or 
previous use of robo-advisory in their social circle, the perception of risk and trust for 
robo-advisory is unlikely to change. It also shows that previous bad experience of 
robot-based systems affect the attitude toward robo-advisory negatively.  
 
This research can be useful in the design of robo-advisory and how to shape the service to get 
this target group to start using it. Because attitudes have a major impact on the use of the 
service, the results of this survey are a good basis for companies to relate to. 
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Sammanfattning 
Titel: “Kan inte någon bara göra det åt mig?!” - En kvalitativ studie om tio kvinnors syn på 
investeringar och robotrådgivning 
År: 2019 
Författare: Emma Burman & Tom Cevey 
Handledare: Mats Jadeskär 
 
Robotrådgivning är en ny tjänst på den finansiella marknaden och är gjord för att stötta 
finansiella beslut. Tidigare studier visar att attityderna mot robotrådgivare har en avgörande 
roll för acceptansen och därför är denna studie ämnad till att undersöka hur attityderna mot 
robotrådgivare påverkas av fem valda faktorer. Tidigare studier visar en bristande finansiell 
kunskap hos unga kvinnor som leder till sämre investeringsbeslut. Syftet med 
undersökningen är därför att se hur olika faktorer påverkar attityderna mot robotrådgivning 
hos unga kvinnor för att se om robotrådgivare hade kunnat verka som substitut för finansiell 
kunskap.  
 
Forskningen är gjord utifrån en kvalitativ undersökning där tio kvinnor i åldern 20-30 
intervjuats. Den insamlade datan har sedan transkriberats och därefter analyserats utifrån en 
innehållsanalys med kategorier som är skapta för syftet av undersökningen. Resultatet visar 
att utan finansiell kunskap eller användande av robotrådgivare inom den sociala cirkeln är 
sannolikheten att den upplevda risken och tilliten kommer ändras liten. Resultatet visar även 
att tidigare negativa erfarenheter av robotbaserade system påverkar attityderna till finansiella 
robotrådgivare negativt. 
 
Denna forskning kan vara användbar i utformningen av robotrådgivning och hur man kan 
forma tjänsten för att få denna målgrupp att börja använda sig av den. Eftersom attityder har 
en stor påverkan på användningen så är resultatet i denna undersökning en bra grund för 
företag att förhålla sig till. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nyckelord: Robotrådgivning, finansiell kunskap, investering, adoption av teknik 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background and problem discussion 
For a long time, banks have given their customers the opportunity to get personal advising 
based on their conditions. It is just to book a meeting and an advisor will find the best saving 
solution based on the customer’s requirements and desires. Nowadays the world is being 
more digitized for every day, and just like everything else, this industry has also evolved. 
From having to take the time to meet an advisor, it is now possible to do it wherever you are. 
All you need is a device that connects to the internet and a new world of possibilities opens 
up, one of them being the robo-advisor. 
 
Robo-advisory is a digital tool that is easy to use and improves the accessibility to financial 
services compared to traditional human advisory (Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 2019). 
Robo-advisors started to be released for the public in Sweden during 2017 and consist of both 
established major banks as Nordea, Avanza and Nordnet, and smaller financial technology 
(fintech) companies as Lysa, Opti or Fundler (Söderborn 2018). There is no official definition 
in the Swedish Academy dictionary but it is explained by Sironi (2016) as an “automated 
investment solution which engages individuals with digital tools as a customer experience to 
guide them through an investment process”. A robo-advisor helps the customer to invest 
assets in both funds, stocks or savings accounts but those in Sweden are focused on investing 
in different funds (Söderborn 2018).  
 
Digital innovation has had a big impact on banking in recent years and have changed how the 
industry works (Sironi 2016). The development is going fast, both for the traditional banks 
but also with specialized fintech companies who are building new business models where 
automated investment services are a big part of it (Sironi 2016). Electronic services also 
change how a product or service is delivered, and can change the customer's relationship to it 
(Taherdoost, Sahibuddin & Jalaliyoon 2013). Digital services in finance are highly ranked 
and are the most used one online (Taherdoost, Sahibuddin & Jalaliyoon 2013). 
 
According to Belanche, Casaló and Flavián (2019) the adoption of robo-advisory is slow by 
the consumers. They state that the attitudes of a robo-advisor have a major impact on the 
adoption of the service. In their survey, the technical attitudes of the service are shown, as 
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. At the same time, previous studies show that 
lack of financial literacy is a major part of an investment decision (Stolper & Walter 2017) 
and according to Mak and Ip (2017) you need to look at the psychological aspects when 
looking at people’s attitudes towards investments. 
 
According to Movestic (2018), young women want to save long-term in funds but instead 
savings accounts are the most common option to deposit their money in. Four out of ten 
consider long-term savings important but they do not know how to do it. A report from SCB 
(2016) shows that women who worked full time only had 87% of men’s salary, which leads 
to them to ending up with 67% of men’s pension money. Women are more cautious and 
preferably take no risks, and the savings accounts reduce the financial resources. Although 
young women express the importance of saving in long-term funds, they do the opposite 
which will have consequences in the future (Movestic 2018). 
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The report from Movestic (2018) shows that young women want to learn more about 
long-term funds but have low economic confidence. 60% of the participants experience low 
financial literacy but the need of knowledge is greater than the general public. At the same 
time, in a study about public finances in Sweden, the participants were asked how interested 
they are in providing free advice. Only 20% said that they were interested, while 78% 
answered that they were not interested (Finansinspektionen 2017). In the US, it has been 
shown that a robo-advisor is more satisfied for the young generation than meeting a human 
advisor (Leijonhufvud 2015). 
 
According to Orazio, Attanasio and Weber (1994), it is very important to make financial 
decisions at an early age. The need for financial knowledge is getting greater because of the 
changing reforms in many countries where the responsibility for income security has changed 
from the state having more responsibility, to the individual (Atkinson, McKay, Collard & 
Kempson 2007). Lusardi and Mitchell (2010) also express that they are concerned that the 
younger generation will face more complex financial decisions while having less financial 
literacy than the previous generations. 
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1.2 Purpose & Research question 
The purpose of the study is to study the attitudes toward robo-advisory by examining how 
different factors affect the participants' way of looking at robo-advisors. The aim is to gain a 
deeper understanding of the attitudes toward robo-advisory from a group with a lack of 
financial literacy. 
 
Previous studies have based the attitudes of robo-advisory on technical perspective of 
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness (Belanche Casaló & Flavián 2019; Jung, 
Dorner, Weinhardt & Pusmaz 2018b). We extend previous studies on robo-advisory who are 
more focused on technical attitudes to see other factors affecting attitudes. Therefore, our 
research questions are: 
 

1. How does previous experiences, trust, the social circle, financial literacy and 
financial risks affect the attitudes toward robo-advisory? 

2. Does robo-advisory act as a substitute for financial literacy? 

1.3 Delimitations  
In order to answer the research question, some limitations for the selected participants have 
been made. The participants of this study will only be women from Sweden in ages between 
20-30. The report by Movestic (2018) show that young women are the group that invests less 
than the public and previous studies have also shown that women have lower financial 
literacy than men (Lusardi & Mitchell 2008; Lusardi & Mitchell 2011; Finansinspektionen 
2017). The authors have therefore come to the conclusion that it is interesting to study young 
women and the report will not include other gender or ages. 
 
In this report, the authors want to see how different factors affect young women's attitudes 
towards robo-advisory. The study includes five factors that have shown affect attitudes and 
behaviour towards financial investment, technology adoption and robo-advisory: Previous 
experiences, financial literacy, social circle, trust and financial risk. These will be further 
described in the theory part of the report. 

1.4 Target group 
This study could be used by existing companies with robo-advisors as a service or companies 
that aspire to offer it in the future on the Swedish market. The result can highlight important 
factors that those companies need to have in mind when developing or improving such 
products. 
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2. Robo-advisory 
This chapter consists of literature of robo-advisory to get an understanding of what it is. 

2.1 Robo-advisory 
With help of self-learning artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms, the new automated 
investment program can help customers with the stock market. Jung, Dorner, Glaser and 
Morana (2018a) define robo-advisory as “an online portfolio management solution that aims 
to invest client assets by automating client advisory” which according to Deloitte (2016) the 
aim is to support investment decisions without influence of humans.  
 
Robo-advisors eliminate human emotions when making decisions. Because of the 
predetermined rules, that it is programmed to follow, it can not put its own feelings in the 
decision. The robo-advisors are available around the clock and at the same time it reduces 
fees from human advisory and administration. The process is simple, with a questionnaire the 
robot finds out about the customers risks, expectations and return and based on that makes 
recommendations. It is the same steps as a human advisor does it, the only difference is that 
the robot does it autonomously with help of algorithms (Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 2019). 

2.1.1 Steps of a robo-advisor 
Robo-advisors will usually go through three different phases. Configuration, matching and 
customization, and maintenance. The first phase corresponds to the profiling as an human 
advisory will do (Jung et al. 2018a). For human financial advising it often includes the steps 
of initiation, profiling and concept making. An robo-advisor works in the same spirit, with 
collection of data by asking questions about the customer’s financial situation it can build a 
knowledge base of the customer input, based on the algorithms that later will be deployed in 
the matching phase (Jung et al. 2018b). 
 
The second phase is to gather and match the collected information into investments 
recommendations that fit their needs. The customer can then decide on which offer they 
would like to commit to (Jung et al. 2018a). For human advising the collected data is 
processed into a recommendation that is presented for the customer and explained why it is 
suited for the customer. For robo-advisors, it works in the same way. But, instead of being 
processed by a human advisor, the information is employed to recommendations by 
algorithms based on the collected data (Jung et al. 2018b). 
 
Some problems that could occur in the matching process is if the need and recommendations 
are matched in a negative way, which could result in a financial loss, missed profit 
opportunities or even loss of capital. This is something that could happen for both a human 
advisor with lack of knowledge or an robo-advisor with bad algorithms or misconceptions in 
the adoption between the customer and the design (Jung et al. 2018b).  
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The maintenance phase consists of revising the needs and background information and 
rebalancing initiated by economic developments or change of the customer needs (Jung et al. 
2018a). A human advisor will in this phase track the assets performance to react to changes 
by rebalancing the portfolio. This is something that most of the robo-advisors do in the same 
way. Trading algorithms can automatically monitor and adjust the investments according to 
the customers goals and risk (Jung et al. 2018b). 
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3. Theoretical framework 
Previous study on robo-advisory have measured the attitudes toward robo-advisory based on 
technological aspects, those frameworks will first be presented and have been used to get an 
understanding for important factors influencing the acceptance. The next part will introduce 
the framework that will be used for analysing how the attitudes are formed. Then, the theory 
of attitudes and previous research that has been shown to influence attitudes towards 
robo-advisory, technology adoption and financial investment is described. 

3.1 Frameworks for technology acceptance 

3.1.1 Technology acceptance 
This chapter will first briefly explain two previous frameworks of technology and 
robo-advisory acceptance. Both show how attitudes have an impact on the acceptance from a 
technical perspective.  

3.1.2 Technology Acceptance Model 
Technology Acceptance model (TAM) is a theoretical framework to understand the 
acceptance towards technology, user reactions and the attitudes towards it. The aim is to 
understand the probability for use of a new technology (Davis 1989). The model has later 
been widely used and developed in previous literature for acceptance of both financial and 
technological products (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003; Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 
2019). TAM have received some criticism for the simplicity and for missing important parts, 
such as social influences and the users opinion of others (Bagozzi 2007).  

3.1.3 Extended TAM 
Belanche, Casaló and Flavián (2019) researched the adoption of robo-advisors among 
customers globally. The research was conducted through a web survey on a global level with 
a framework made to better understand robo-advisor adoption. The framework was based on 
an extended version of TAM that was developed to research the intention to use. The model 
is adapted to the adoption of robo-advisory by explaining the behavioural intention for the 
customer to use it. The intention to use is in this framework based on the attitude, perceived 
usefulness, perceived ease of use and subjective norms together with moderating variables of 
individual characteristics. The attitudes are in their model based on the technical perceived 
ease of use and perceived usefulness.  
  
The main findings of the research did show that consumer attitudes and interpersonal 
subjective norms are key determinants of adoption. The attitudes were according to the study 
the strongest predictor for adoption. The subjective norms together with the familiarity also 
showed to have a significant influence on the intention to use (Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 
2019). 
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3.2 Attitudes 
Since attitudes are a major factor within robo-advisory acceptance a model for measuring 
and forming attitudes is presented, which will be used for the analysis of the result. This is to 
be able to see what affects the attitudes of the participants. 

3.2.1 ABC-model 
Attitudes are formed through three different components: Affective component (A) 
characterized by a person’s feelings and emotions. Behavioural component (B) characterized 
by a person’s behaviour when being exposed to an object. Cognitive component (C) 
characterized by a person’s belief and knowledge to the object. Together these three 
components form the ABC-model to reach a like or a dislike for an object (Ajzen & Fishbein 
1980). The affective component could vary from being pleasurable resulting in a good or 
happy feeling, to an unpleasurable feeling resulting in unhappiness. Behavioural could range 
from the person being supporting to a more hostile or discarding. The same applies for the 
cognitive components where the beliefs could vary from being supporting arguments to the 
opposite (Breckler 1984). 
 
The ABC-model have also been tested and validated empirical by Breckler (1984) with the 
result that it provides a strong support for that affective, behaviour and cognition are three 
distinct components of forming a positive or negative attitude. 
  

 
Figure 1: Triadic Model: Components of attitudes (Lee & Shin 2015) 
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3.3 Previous studies about attitudes 
In this section, the authors describe five different factors that from previous studies have 
shown to influence attitudes to robo-advisory, technology adoption and financial investment. 

3.3.1 Previous experience 
In this report, previous experience is defined as Belanche, Casaló and Flavián (2019) 
describes as “the familiarity of similar technologies”, which in this report is based on 
previous use of robot-based systems and previous use of online banking. 
 
According to Belanche, Casaló and Flavián (2019) the users familiarity with similar 
technology will tend to assign a higher value to the attitudes of robo-advisory while 
customers with lower familiarity will base their decision on more subjective norms. 
According to Venkatesh and Davis (2000), Koufaris, Kambil and Labarbera (2001) and 
Lewis, Agarwal and Sambamurthy (2003) previous experience is important when adopting 
new technology. 
 
Previous experience with similar products increases chances to adoption of innovative 
technologies, Eastlick and Lotz (1999) studied the customer’s attitudes of adopting electronic 
interactive shopping where people who had used other ways beside traditional shopping, such 
as telephone, website or catalogue, were more likely to adopt this new innovation. According 
to Belanche, Casaló and Flavián (2019), people with a higher familiarity to robot-based 
systems are more likely to use their own experience and attitudes when adopting similar 
systems as robo-advisory. 

3.3.2 Trust 
In this study, trust is defined as Leondes (2005) describes as “a psychological condition 
comprising the trustor’s intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of 
the trustee’s intention or behaviour”. In this report, trust is studied by looking at the 
participants' trust in banks and trust in financial advisors, and also the expectation of 
robo-advisory. 
 
According to Lee, Choi, Ngo-Ye and Cummings (2018) trust is important when adopting 
robo-advisory. Jung et al. (2018) conclude that trust is a major factor when shaping the 
attitude toward robo-advisors. The same result was shown when Bruckes, Westmattelmann, 
Oldeweme and Schewe (2019) investigated how trust influence the use intention of 
robo-advisors and state that trust is crucial. 
 
In financial counseling, trust is important and plays a crucial role in the customer's decision, 
where high confidence leads to increased use of counseling (Lachance & Tang 2012). When 
counseling takes place over the internet, uncertainty of use increases and trust plays a higher 
role (Pi, Liao & Chen, 2012). According to (Jung et al. 2018a), bad experience from earlier 
use of human advisors affects the attitudes toward investments. Lack of competence on part 
of the advisor, or recommendations of products promoted by the employer, are reasons that 
have led to decreasing trust toward bank advisors (Jung et al. 2018a). 
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It is common that many customers feel insecure when making digital investments for the first 
time which make trust relevant when taking the decision (Zhou 2012). Lee, Kang and 
McKnight (2007) did in their study found that known brands of banks led to a positive view 
of trust which resulted in a higher willingness to try new services that the bank offered. 
Bruckes et al. (2019) also saw that trust in banks increased trust of robo-advisory and stated 
that it could be because the customer is familiar with the bank. 
 
Kim, Ferrin and Rao (2003) studied the effect of a consumer’s expectation and trust and 
states that they have a big connection. The study shows that expectation plays a big role in 
how the customer chooses to trust or not to trust the product. If a customer chooses to trust 
the company and the expectations were right it will lead to satisfaction and from that a long 
term trust. Bruckes et al. (2019) also state that perceived risk has a negative effect on the trust 
of robo-advisory but that customers are willing to take the involved risks if the trust is high 
enough. They mean that if the users believe and trust that the robo-advisor will perform well, 
the attitudes change and the chances of using it increases. 

3.3.3 Social circle 
In this study, social circle is defined as Aluri and Tucker (2015) describe as “how the social 
influence of other individuals affects a person’s beliefs, feelings and behavior”. The social 
influence will in this study be limited to individual and group level regarding both technology 
adoption and investment decisions. 
 
The subjective norms toward an object is to a high degree formed by the different social 
influences from the users social circle (Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 2012). The subjective 
norms are also found to be the key determinant for those who have low familiarity within 
robo-advisory (Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 2019). Social influence is proved to be an 
important factor for technology adoption and is included in almost all technology acceptance 
models in some form and could, according to Graf-Vlachy, Buhtz and König (2018), consist 
of the influence on a individual, group, organizational and/or societal level. 
 
Sarker and Wells (2003) states that it is often a requirement that someone else in the 
consumer’s social circle use the technology before oneself adopting it. The same applies 
downloading new mobile applications. Taylor, Voelker & Pentina (2011) researched the 
social network’s role when deciding to use a new app. This study showed that the spread of 
new apps through the consumer’s social network was important, which also was the core of 
the decision for adopting it or not.  
 
Sun and Zhang (2006) also mean that gender and age are important factors when studying 
technology adoption, women are more willing to listen to others when adopting new 
technology. The same applies to younger people that have, compared to older people, greater 
tendency to adopt new technology through the experience of others (Sun & Zhang 2006). The 
social circles influence have also been proven to play a significant role in whether college 
students use social or information systems for networking. According to Aluri and Tucker 
(2015), a normative influence, meaning the pressure to do something from another person or 
group, lead to higher levels of influence to use it. The social influence gives the system a 
source of credibility and a higher level of behavioural intention to use it (Aluri & Tucker 
2015). 
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In a study made by Bursztyn, Ederer, Ferman and Yuchtman (2014), the social circle was 
shown as an important factor when making financial decisions. More educated or 
experienced people in the social circle could educate and provide the individual with more 
information. The result also shows that people who have experience or knowledge themself 
still chose to rely on the opinion of their social circle (Bursztyn et al. 2014). According to 
Sudindra (2018), women consider the opinions from someone in their social circle, broker or 
newspaper before investing.  

3.3.4 Financial literacy 
In this report, financial literacy will be defined as Lusardi and Mitchell (2008) defines 
financial literacy: “The most basic economic concepts needed to make sensible saving and 
investment decisions”. In this report, financial literacy will be studied to see how financial 
literacy affects attitudes towards investments and robo-advisory.  
 
Financial literacy affects the investment decisions (Jappelli & Padula 2013). This is in line 
with what Lusardi and Mitchell (2007) sees, there is a link between financial literacy and 
saving decisions and planning behaviour. According to Rajalakshumi and Manivannan 
(2017), understanding the financial affairs are important when taking decisions of investing. 
The impact of financial literacy is largely influencing the decision making and previous 
experiences also increases the opportunity to invest (Awais, Laber, Rasheed & Khurseed 
2016).  
 
The financial literacy in Sweden is poor and the population is missing the basic knowledge of 
financial concepts and have difficulty with simple calculations and lack of understanding 
(Almenberg & Widmark 2011). Larson, Eastman and Bock (2016) state that people with low 
financial literacy tend to invest with low risk which leads to low return, compared with those 
who have higher knowledge who invest with a higher risk which in most cases result in a 
higher return. It also reduces the opportunity to get into the stock market (Lusardi & Mitchell 
2010).  
 
Stolper and Walter (2017) obtained through their survey that financial literacy affects what 
decisions the individual makes in financial matters. They found from their survey that people 
who are lacking financial literacy tend not to contact financial advisors due they work as 
complements rather than substitute and ment that you need to have some knowledge. Also, 
those who lack knowledge about a subject tend to not recognize it and therefore not seek for 
information (Stolper & Walter 2017). According to Gee (2008), people who lack literacy do 
not think as rational and critical as those with literacy.  
 
According to Deloitte (2016) robo-advisory is useful for people who have limited financial 
knowledge since the robots make the decision. Fisch, Labouré and Turner (2018) on the other 
hand, say that most people that lack financial knowledge want to learn, which robo-advisors 
prevent them from doing compared to human advisors that can make the customer understand 
his or her risk aversion. 
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3.3.4.1 Women 
Studies show that women got less financial literacy than men (Lusardi & Mitchell 2008; 
Finansinspektionen 2017; Lusardi & Mitchell 2011; Movestic 2018). Women have low 
economic confidence compared to the public in general (Movestic 2018). This was also the 
result when Lusardi and Mitchell (2011) did a research of financial literacy around the world, 
women tended to state that they did not know the answer instead of guessing, and even if they 
did answer they were more likely to do it uncorrect. Women who got some knowledge were 
more likely to plan their future savings and those with lacking knowledge had problems 
(Lusardi and Mitchell 2008).  
 
60% of women say they have some or low knowledge about their own retirement savings. 
Women also do not like taking risks and are less risk-taking than men (Dwyer, Gilkeson & 
List 2002). Three out of four women save every month but most of it in savings accounts, 
because of the lacking knowledge they are more cautious. Though, women turn out to have 
greater needs of learning about savings than the public. 47% say that they need to learn more 
and 53% are interested about learning more (Movestic 2018).  

3.3.4.2 The young generation 
Not even one-third of young adults got basic knowledge about interest rates, inflation and 
risks. 55% of the youth in the US do not save for individual retirement and 40% do not have a 
saving account (Lusardi & Mitchell 2010). At the same time, 84% of this generation would 
like to learn more. Compared to other generations, young people more likely keep their 
savings in cash rather than stocks. The reason is the lack of financial knowledge along with 
their willingness to refrain from taking risks (Larson, Eastman & Bock 2016). It is also 
higher probability for the older population to take advice from a professional financial 
advisor than the younger (Zick, Mayer & Kara 2012). 
 
To get traditional human financial advising you have to meet up with the advisor and discuss 
the best options for you. Only 2.5% of youths see discussion as a way to learn new 
information, they rather find the information over the internet (Weiler 2005). The young 
generation wants the information fast without having to express themself verbally and sees 
the internet as a better place to find it than, for example, reading books. When students 
described their dream information machine, they wanted it to be a machine who could get 
their needs and information without them having to verbalize them (Weiler 2005). Youths are 
more attracted to the digital options and are more critical to human advisors (Paccaro Brown 
2016). 
 
According to statistics from Finansinspektionen (2017) young people are the most vulnerable 
group when asking if they have money left for the end of the month. 32% of people between 
18-29 years old got problems with financing the whole month. This group is also the one that 
keeps less informed within the economic system and financial services. Compared to 2009, 
the savings in Swedish households have decreased from 88% to 78%, and the youth are the 
ones that considerably have more difficulty managing higher expenses (Finansinspektionen 
2017).  
 
Previous research made by Rooij, Lusardi and Alessie (2011) shows that women and the 
young populations are the ones who are using funds less than the general public and the 
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authors could see a relationship between knowledge and stock ownership. Women show low 
financial literacy and were a major part of the group of people who did not save in long-term 
funds. One previous study also shows that younger people are more relaxed about their 
future. They tend to trust the fact that they will have higher income in the future and are 
therefore not stressed about investing. On this basis, they created a more relaxed view of 
spending (Orazio, Attanasio & Weber 1994).  

3.3.5 Financial risk 
Financial risk is defined as “the possibility of losing money on an investment or business 
venture” (Chen 2019). In this report, risk is studied by looking at the participants view on 
risk taking and how they are willing to risk their money to invest. 
 
When looking at people's attitudes towards investments, you need to look at the 
psychological aspects (Mak & Ip 2017). Attitudes are shaped by previous experience and 
knowledge. Lusardi & Mitchell (2010) found from their study that a great part of financial 
literacy is the knowledge about risk, which affects the financial decisions. Previous studies 
show that women are more sensitive to taking risks than men (Eckel & Grossman 2008; 
Dwyer, Gilkeson, List 2002; Sudindra 2018), which Eckel & Grossman (2008) mean affects 
all decisions, including investment decisions. This is supported by Sudindra (2018) who state 
that women prefer risk-free investments. These previous studies provide grounds for being a 
factor affecting the attitudes of robo-advisors. 
 
Prospect theory is a theory of the behaviours when making decisions under uncertainty. One 
part of this theory concerns risk aversion (RA). RA in short means that humans do not want to 
take risks unless it generates a positive effect. Wilcox (2008) mentions a theory of why 
people continue to save in savings accounts. Everyone knows that there is a risk in investing 
even though the risk levels look different. Investing in funds for 10 years generates a 93% 
chance of getting the sum back plus a return. However, if you save on a savings account, 
there is 100% chance of having the money left. In situations like this, RA plays a great role. 
 
Regret is an emotion that arises after a bad decision has been made and afterwards realizes 
that the decision should have been made differently. The emotion is a factor on how people 
learn from previous experience. Unlike disappointment, regret is more strongly associated 
with the responsibility after the bad outcome (Michenaud & Solnik 2008). Regret theory (RT) 
is a theory made by Bell (1982) who state that when money comes into the picture the 
decision-making is affected in a different way. In investment, regret occurs when the investor 
realizes that he or she has clearly made the wrong decision. Regret is a powerful emotion that 
has proven to be of great importance in investment decisions. Through the fear of regret, 
investments can be waived to avoid potential regrets (Bell 1982). 
 
Wilcox (2008) explains the “psychology of money” and mean that regret can make a person 
feel stupid in financial decision-making. He takes up the example where the reader has to 
choose between two alternatives: 
A: Receive $1 million with certainty 
B: Receive $2,5 million with a probability of 10%, $1 million with probability of 89%, and 
nothing with a probability of 1% 
He explains that the majority will choose alternative A because of the fear of regret to end up 
with nothing, even though the risk is small. 
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4. Methodology 
This chapter presents the research method that has been used to answer the research 
question. It contains choice of the research method, conduct of the study, choice of 
participants and a description of how the method of analysis has been used. 

4.1 Qualitative approach 
In a qualitative method you study people in their social and cultural context where they live, 
operate and behave. The aim is to get an understanding of why people make decisions and act 
the way they do (Recker 2013). It is also an approach to emphasizes the world of experiences 
as how it is lived, felt and undergone by people acting in social situations. By using a 
qualitative approach the goal is to get the participants to construct the reality to answer our 
research question (Robson 2011). 
 
The aim with the research is not to get quantitative data about the reality, but instead to find a 
deeper understanding of attitudes of robo-advisors from the perspective of a young woman. 
Qualitative methods are well suited when a phenomenon is not yet fully understood, not well 
researched or still emerging (Recker 2013). The purpose of a qualitative method is to 
describe and understand the reason behind a research question (Frostling-Henningsson 2017). 

4.2 Conducting of study 

4.2.1 Selection of participants 
Since previous researches show that the biggest part of people that are lacking financial 
literacy are the young generation and women (Lusardi & Mitchell 2008; Finansinspektionen 
2017; Lusardi & Mitchell 2011; Movestic 2018), this study will focus on that particular 
group. The terms of the selection is set to find young women between 20-30 years old, who 
have some interest but have not started yet. The participants will be chosen based on the 
relevance and made with a targeted selection where the research question controls the process 
of finding participants (Bryman & Nilsson 2011). 
 
To find enough participants that fits the research, two different processes were used. The first 
process was done with help of a netnographic method, which is based on a ethnographic 
method. Netnographic is an scientific method used to understand how communication in 
different social groups online, with common interest, behave (Frostling-Henningsson 2017). 
With the help of a netnographic method, the selection of participants came from an online 
group were the members are women, and have some sort of interest in investments.  
 
In this online group, women that are both beginners and experienced come together to help 
each other with investments. The research is based on young women that have some interest 
in finance, therefore, this group was a relevant place for the selection of finding our target 
group. For a netnographic method it is important to find a group which is active regularly and 
have a good community where many perspectives and opinions could be collected 
(Frostling-Henningsson 2017). Therefore, the researchers made two posts in two different 
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online groups which was well suited for the research where the background and purpose of 
the study was explained.  
 
The groups are closed and includes women in all ages with some interest in investments and 
the communication is made in synchronous interaction, which is rapid messages that could be 
described as “small talk” in real life (Frostling-Henningsson 2017). The involvement in the 
groups have been mostly passive, and focused on the selection for the participants. 
 
The other process to find participants was by asking students working part time in a bank as 
customer advisors since the researchers have an easy access to this group. Those participants 
have the same requirement as the ones found in the online group. The contact with these 
participants have been with the help of access to a social media group where those are 
included. 
 
There is no partition between the two groups and the aim of the selection was to get a sample 
of around 10 participants. By reaching 10 participant, the researchers think a fair 
generalization could be made. 

4.2.2 Semi-structured interviews 
The collection of data was made by descriptive interviews. This is a well suited method of 
choice for researches with a qualitative approach (Robson 2011). Descriptive interview is a 
method that provides a rich description of a phenomenon as perceived by individuals (Recker 
2013). The aim with the interviews was to find how the five chosen factors affect attitudes 
towards robo-advisors. 
 
The questions in the interview were based on a semi-structured approach, were the 
interviewer has an guide with topics to be covered, but at the same time have the option to 
modify the interview and ask follow up questions based on the flow of the interview (Robson 
2011). This allows the researcher and participants the flexibility to ask for details or discuss 
issues, and be less intrusive for the participant (Recker 2013). The questions were designed to 
answer the research question based on the literature and theoretical models.  
 
Since the participants were young women, all the participants have had the option to choose 
if both the female and male researcher were allowed to be involved during the interview. For 
the implementation, the female researcher has been the one active asking the questions, while 
the male researcher has been passive taking notes and asking follow up questions if needed. 
All the interviews have also been audio recorded with the consent of the participant. 

4.2.3 Structure of the interview 
In order to implementate the interview in the best possible way, a template of questions were 
prepared. Those questions were based on attitudes towards investments, technology and 
robo-advisory to get an answer to the research question. The template can be found as 
Attachment 1 -  Interview template, in the attachments. 
 
Semi-structured interviews can be prepared in different ways but should consist of a set of 
items (usually questions), suggestions for probes and prompts, and a proposed sequence for 
the questions. The questions could also be asked in different ways as open-ended, scale items 
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or closed questions. It is also important to explain the nature and background of the study, 
assurance of their anonymity and their permission to record (Robson 2011). 
 
The template for the interviews was structured in a sequence of introduction, warm up, main 
body of interview, cool-off and closure based on an example given by Robson (2011). The 
majority were open-ended questions, to get answers that are based on the participants' current 
knowledge. Some questions were scale alternatives in order to measure what level the 
participants sees themselves. If the participant did not know what to answer, for example “are 
you early to adopt new technology?” there were prompts as examples, for giving the 
participant some help to reflect and answer the questions, for example “compare to your 
friends, did you have Facebook before they did?”. 
 
The interview included three main parts, investments, information technology and 
robo-advisory together with a warm-up and cool off. During the warm-up, some short 
questions regarding the participants occupation and age were asked in order to be able to put 
the participants answers in a context (Bryman & Nilsson 2011). For the cool off, some short 
questions were asked to release the eventual pressure that has been built up during the 
interview together with the option for the participant to add something (Robson 2011). 
 
When the warm-up part was completed, the first part of the interview was focusing on their 
investment background with mostly open-ended questions. The intention of this part is to get 
the participants to speak freely in their own terms about our set of topics (Robson 2011). The 
main questions were about the participants' background, knowledge, interest, present savings 
and investments, and how motivated they were of investings. Between each main part of the 
interview, the second interviewer got the chance to ask any follow up questions. By doing 
this the participant were never interrupted, neither did the researchers miss out asking new 
questions that came up, and the question would still be relevant and in the mind of the 
participant. 
 
The second part consisted of questions regarding technology and the adoption of it. The 
intention was to research how the participant integrates with software in general, and 
software focused on personal finance. The aim for this part was to research the attitudes of 
technology, in general, and see if they had any concerns regarding new technology. For the 
third and final main part, the focus was on the main topic of this research, robo-advisory. 
Open-ended questions were asked about their motivations, attitudes and expectations 
regarding the topic. This part was focused on their general attitude against robo-advising to 
see if there were any common obstacles or attitudes between the participants.  
 
A test interview was conducted to test the quality of the questions. This was also recorded to 
see the length of the interview and make sure the questions were understandable and possible 
to answer. This interview was deleted and is not included in the result. 

4.2.4 Interview environment 
The interviews were done both face to face and via Skype. There are many factors in the 
interaction between the participant and the interviewer that can influence the result, as 
differences or similarities in class, ethnic origin, gender, age or status. The approach and the 
wording of the questions is also important factors that can affect the result (Robson 2011). In 
order to make the participants feel safe, all the face to face interviews were made at a place 
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where the participant were familiar with the environment. For example in a group room at the 
university or workplace. For the Skype interviews, the participant could choose the time of 
the interview by themself in order to make sure that they had enough time and calmness to 
not feel stressed. 

4.3 Documentation & transcription  
All the interviews were audio recorded after the permission of the participant. By recording, 
the focus could be on conducting the interviews. All the participants had been informed that 
they will be presented anonymously and that all the recordings were to be removed after the 
transcription. 
 
After the interviews were done all of the interviews were transcripted. This is according to 
Robson (2011) an excellent way to start familiarizing with the data. It also facilitated the 
analysing process to have all the interviews in text for coding. The transcripts have been read 
several times to get an understanding of what the participants are expressing and from that, 
summarized in the result based on the interview template. Some of the questions that initially 
were asked were not presented in the result since they were irrelevant for the chosen model 
and were mostly used to confirm that the participants were suitable for the study. 

4.3.1 Analysis 
When the result was written down the analysing process started. The chosen analysis method 
was a content analysis. The main part of a content analysis is to transform a large amount of 
text into a summary where the keys of the result are highlighted (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz 
2017). The result has been divided into smaller parts, named meaning units, to determine the 
level of the analyzed text. These meaning units are designed to formulate codes. Later these 
codes were grouped into categories, the five factors described below, that belong to each 
other (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz 2017). 
 
From previous research, the authors have found five factors that influence attitudes of 
robo-advisory, technology adoption and financial investment. Three factors (previous 
experiences, trust and the social circle) have from previous researches shown have an impact 
on attitudes and adoption towards robo-advisory. We have then added two factors (financial 
literacy and financial risk) that previous studies have shown have a major impact on a 
person's investment decision. These five factors will be analyzed from previous studies to 
gain an understanding of why participants respond as they do. 
 
To understand the behaviour of the participants and what shapes their attitudes towards 
robo-advisory, the ABC-model will be provided. The five factors previous experiences, trust, 
social circle, financial literacy and financial risk will be analyzed based on the ABC-model's 
three components: affective, behavioural and cognitive. These three components form a 
positive or negative attitude to an object (Breckler 1984). 
 
Previous experiences with similar technology will affect the attitudes of robo-advisory 
Belanche, Casaló, Flavián (2019). Eastlick and Lotz (1999), Venkatesh and Davis (2000) and 
Koufaris, Kambil Labarbera (2001) also state that previous experiences of a system generally 
increases chances to adoption of innovative technologies. 
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Trust has been shown to have a strong impact on how a user perceives robo-advisory (Lee, 
Choi, Ngo-Ye & Cummings 2018; Jung et al. 2018; Bruckes et al. 2019). Trust in the bank 
also increases the chances of using new services that the bank offers (Lee, Kang and 
McKnight 2007). 
 
The social circle affects the perception of an object and is an important factor when adopting 
new technology (Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 2012; Graf-Vlachy, Buhtz & König 2018; Aluri 
& Tucker 2015) and also has a strong impact on financial decisions (Bursztyn et al. 2014; 
Sudindra 2018). According to Belanche, Casaló & Flavián (2012) the social circle is the most 
important factor when the user is not familiar with robo-advisory. 
 
Financial literacy affects the investments decision (Jappelli & Padula 2013, Lusardi & 
Mitchell 2007; Rajalakshumi & Manivannan 2017; Awais, Laber, Rasheed & Khurseed 
2016; Stolper & Walter 2017). 
 
The willingness to take a financial risk influences investment decisions (Lusardi & Mitchell 
2010; Eckel & Grossman 2008; Dwyer, Gilkeson & List 2002; Sudindra 2018; Bell 1982). 
 
Previous studies show that the five factors may have an impact on attitudes toward 
robo-advisory. Applying the ABC-model to the five factors gives us an idea of how attitudes 
are shaped for our participants and whether attitudes are positively or negatively affected. 
Below is presented a model made by the authors to clarify how the analysis will be carried 
out. The five factors will be analyzed based on previous studies about attitudes to answer the 
research question. 
 

 
Figure 2: Analysis model: Made by authors (2020) 
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4.4 Research quality 
Reliability means that the collection of data could be repeated in an equal setting with the 
same result. Therefore the variable, or set of variables, need to be consistent in what it is 
intended to measure (Recker 2013). This has been in consideration within the creation of 
questions to make sure that the research could be repeated. The formulation of the questions 
is made to be clear and are tested beforehand.  
 
Validity is that the collected data really is answering what the intent of the question was. The 
measurements need to be valid and focus on the subject. Validity consists of different types, 
face validity, which is referring to if an indicator seems to be a reasonable measure for the 
value you want to construct. Content validity is referring to how well the measurement items 
match with the content (Recker 2013). This is considered in the research by defining the 
research to a smaller target group in order to make it easier to focus on the topic of the thesis. 
A qualitative method is chosen to explore theories that already exist. 
 
Generalisability is referring to how the result of the research could be generalised beyond 
what is observed (Recker 2013). In order to be able to generalize the aim for the research was 
to have a sample of 10 participants. This is something that was achieved, and for the purpose 
of the result, a fair conclusion could be drawn based on the target group.  

4.4.1 Ethical considerations 
Recker (2013) introduces four rules that defines ethical behaviour; responsibility, 
accountability, liability and due process. Responsibility means that the research will be made 
in a way where the researchers accept all the costs, duties and obligations made of the 
decisions taken. The research has been carried out at no cost to either party and all the duties 
and obligations made due to the research have been followed through. All of the 
responsibility in the process of the study from the selection of respondents, storage and 
confidentiality of data and the implementation of the interviews as examples is on the 
researchers. 
 
Accountability consists of giving access and taking responsibility to the decisions and actions 
that have been taken. This is done during the study by taking responsibility for the liability of 
the data and striving for the research to be easy to remake. The liability of the research takes 
responsibility for all damages that could be done to other individuals. Due process means the 
responsibility that laws are known and followed during the process (Recker 2013). These four 
rules have been followed to make the research ethical.  
 
Other factors that according to Recker (2013) are important is the principles of permission, 
anonymity and confidentiality. All the participants have been informed about the purpose of 
the study and have voluntarily participated in the interviews. This, according to Recker 
(2013), means that they are free to choose whether or not to participate in the study and that 
the rights and potential risks are clarified to the involved.  
 
Since the purpose and method includes interviews, the anonymity for the participants is made 
in the best way possible. The recordings are made with the consent of the involved and the 
data is then stored in a safe matter. The coding and transliteration has only been visible for 
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the researchers, and all the recordings have been deleted after the transliteration. For the 
presentation of the research, all the participants are presented anonymously and 
confidentiality, which means that the participants can not be identified from the presented 
research (Recker 2013).  

4.4.2 Method related problems 
Some problems that Recker (2013) mentions that could occur with a qualitative approach are 
the disadvantages it has to statistical data, the difficulty to generalising to a larger population, 
reliability problems and the requirement to appropriate skills and experiences for the 
interviews. 
 
The aim for the research is not made for collecting statistical data but instead to get a deeper 
understanding for the reasons behind the research question. Therefore there has not been a lot 
of statistical data collected which could make the reliability harder. The sample for the data is 
10 interviews. In order to argue that our results are a fair generalising within the sample 
group, a clear set of limitations are set for the target group. With that in mind, it is still 
possible that the participants are a bad selection for the target group and are something that 
need to be considered. Other problems that could affect the result is how the researcher is 
handling the interviews. 
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5. Empiri 
5.1 Results 
This chapter will present the participants of the study and the data collected from the 
interviews. The quotes are translated from the participants' native language Swedish and 
abbreviated.  

5.1.1 Participants 
In this chapter we will shortly introduce the participants of the study. 
 
Participant 1 
Is a woman of 22 years of age and lives in a medium sized city. She is a full time student 
studying a degree of master of science in business and economics. She is also working part 
time in a bank as a customer advisor and defines saving as put away capital in the purpose of 
later use. Her savings during the interview consist of monthly saving to two funds and a 
savings account. She graded her own financial literacy to 5 out of 10. 
 
Participant 2 
Is a woman of 21 years of age and lives in a medium sized city. She is a full time student 
studying a degree of bachelor of science in business and economics. She is also working part 
time in a bank as a customer advisor and defines saving as a buffer and security for the 
future. Her savings consist of a savings account with an unstructured saving. She graded her 
own financial literacy to 3 out of 10. 
 
Participant 3 
Is a Woman 26 years of age and lives in a large city.She is a full time student studying a 
degree of bachelor of science in informatics. She is also working part time in a bank as a 
customer adviser and defines saving as putting money aside to save up for something Her 
saving routines are not regular but instead consist of saving the remaining part of the salary at 
the end of the month. She graded her own financial literacy to 3 out of 10. 
 
Participant 4 
Woman, 21 years of age and lives in a small city. She is a full time student studying a degree 
of bachelor of science in business and economics. She is also working part time in a bank as a 
customer adviser and defines saving as putting money aside for future purposes. Her savings 
consist of automatic monthly saving to funds and a buffer savings account. She graded her 
own financial literacy to 2 out of 10. 
 
Participant 5 
Woman, 28 years of age and lives in a large city. She is a full time student studying a degree 
of bachelor in sport science. She was found in a social group for young women with the main 
purpose to discuss investments and savings. She defines saving as putting aside money for 
future purposes and her saving consist of different saving accounts with different purposes. 
She also has some funds received from her parents but does not save in those actively. She 
grades her own financial literacy to 3 out of 10. 
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Participant 6 
Woman, 28 years of age and lives in a small city. She is working full time as a zookeeper and 
was found in a social group for young women with the main purpose to discuss investments 
and savings. She defines savings as saving money for something, and her savings consist of 
putting aside saved money during the end of the month in one saving account. She grades her 
own financial literacy to 2 out of 10. 
 
Participant 7 
Woman, 30 years of age and lives in a large city. She is a newly graduated student with a 
degree of master of science in marketing who is unemployed. Found in a social group for 
young women with the main purpose to discuss investments and savings. She defines savings 
as putting money on a pile, and her savings consist of nothing at the moment because of her 
working situation. She grades her own financial literacy to 3 out of 10..  
 
Participant 8 
Woman, 29 years of age and lives in a small city. Farmer and working part-time at a 
retirement home. Found in a social group for young women with the main purpose to discuss 
investments and savings She defines saving as money put aside for later use, and her savings 
consist of monthly savings in funds and savings account. She grades her own financial 
literacy to 5 out of 10. 
 
Participant 9 
Woman, 26 years of age. Working full time as a social assistant and found in a social group 
for young women with the main purpose to discuss and educate about investments and 
savings. Her savings consist of monthly savings in funds and savings accounts. She grades 
her own financial literacy to 1 out of 10.  
 
Participant 10 
Woman, 28 years of age. Working full time as a purchaser and found in a social group for 
young women with the main purpose to discuss and educate about investments and savings. 
She defines saving as when you save money for the purpose to use it in the future, and her 
saving consists of saving a part of her salary monthly to different accounts. She grades her 
own financial literacy to 4 out of 10. 

5.2 Data 

5.2.1 Previous experience 
None of the participants were familiar with robo-advisory, but all participants did their 
banking business digitally today and were used to the service. They experienced it as simple 
and were positive that they did not have to go to a physical bank. In previous instances, 60 % 
of the participants (1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 10) have been assisted by other robot-based systems such 
as automated customer service within electronic retailing. The participants did not get the 
help they expected since the automated customer service was not able to respond. The 
participants mentioned that previous use of robot-based systems led to duplication of work 
since they had to talk to a human adviser after since the robot did not understand. Participant 
2 used it in online banking errand for unlocking a credit card and had a good experience and 
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thought it was an easy way to get help. 40% of the participants (4, 5, 6 & 9) had never used a 
robot-based system. 
 

Participant 10: 
“Robots cannot answer questions that humans can. You only get answers to what the robot is 
programmed to answer. Should a company have a robot-based service, I think it must be able 
to answer all questions, what is the purpose otherwise? And I haven't met a single robot who 

can answer what I want answers to.” 

5.2.2 Trust  
70% of the participants (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 & 10) do not know any companies that offer 
robo-advisory while the three other ones (1, 7 and 9) heard about a few. Therefore, 
confidence in whether the service works is low. Participants 1, 2, 3 and 10 want the company 
to be an established operator and well-used by others to use it themselves. The participants 
have high confidence in their banks and would feel more secure if the robo-advisor was from 
their own bank rather than from a company they never heard of. When they later talk about 
getting help from their bank to invest, the views are different. Participants 1, 3, 7 and 8 have 
heard that big banks help one to invest for the bank's own profit and therefore do not want to 
use them. 
 
Although participant 7 mentions that banks help people invest for their own benefit, she also 
thinks it is positive. She justifies that robo-advisor should invest in the best way because it 
ultimately benefits the company behind. All the participants had trusted that the robot gave 
them funds according to their wishes, but are afraid that their own lack of financial 
knowledge causes them to answer the basic questions from the robo-advisor wrong, which 
lead to a wrong decision. 
 
90% of the participant trust more in humans than robots. Participant 2 is the only one that 
trusts more in a robot’s answer than a human customer service, which she motivates with that 
robots are programmed to answer correctly. Thus, she thinks that a human can explain better 
than robots. Participant 10 does not trust in technology at all and mentions the risk of bugs. 
 
The participants are poorly informed about the concept itself and are therefore questionable. 
"Why would a robot make better decisions than a human being?" and "How can a robot know 
what's best for me?" are expressed among the participants. However, everyone is in 
agreement that a robo-advisor makes better financial decisions than themselves, but only one 
participant (7) believes that it had made better decisions than a financial human advisor. 
Participant 1 though, is concerned about how reliable it is and who has the responsibility if 
the robot invests wrong. 
 
All of the participants have thought about human financial advice but only participants 1 and 
10 have been assisted by human advisors before. Participant 1 was the only one that for sure 
wanted to do it again, because of good previous experiences of counseling while 10 did not 
do anything after the advicing. 50 % of the participants (2, 3, 4, 8 & 9) rather do it themselves 
than go to a human advisor. Several of the participants expressed concern about meeting 
advisors, participants 3, 7 and 8 do not trust human advisors and think they will trick them to 
invest in funds that they do not want. 
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If a robo-advisor and a human advisor had the same knowledge and bases the execution on 
the same analysis participant 7 had chosen the robo-advisor because of a broader analysis and 
not able to convince you as a salesman. Participant 5 and 10 are the only ones that rather had 
a human advisor which they motivate with human contact, where they can ask questions 
about the decision. Participants 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9 do not know which one they would have 
trust more. Everyone is worried about making decisions without being able to ask questions, 
but they also feel that it is positive to not have to be persuaded by a human. 
 

Participant 1: 
“I would trust a human before a robot of course, they know better than robots. Robots are 
programmed... by humans though ... wait, then maybe they know as much? A robot can not 
answer wrong if they do not know the answer and that is why, with robot-based customer 

service they forward you to a human. But that human can always guess the answer. Robots 
might be better to trust then. It's a hard question.” 

5.2.3 Social circle 
Before adopting new technology generally 80% of the participants (1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10) 
wait before anyone in their social circle uses it and the same thoughts apply within 
robo-advisory. It is important that the participants hear positively from others in their social 
circle to know for sure that it works before they can trust the service. None of the participants 
know anyone who has used robo-advisory before which makes them suspicious if it really 
works. Participant 3 says that the chances of using the service increases if someone in her 
social circle uses it, it would have been a confirmation that the service is good. Participants 2 
and 9 say the reason they have not heard anyone else using it must be because it may not 
work and 9 is concerned to be the first one within her social circle. 
 

Participant 3: 
"If my friends use the service and then recommend it to me, then yes, I would definitely have 

tried it myself. Of course, it makes me safer if someone tells me it works. " 
 

All participants are convinced that they would consider robo-advisory if someone in their 
social circle had talked well about it. They trust their friends and family more than anyone 
from the outside and tend to follow their advice. Participant 1 says that the reason why she 
contacted a human counselor was because of her parents. They had told her that it was 
important to invest her money and recommended the company she contacted. Remaining 
participants do not have parents who have shown interest in investing, which they believe has 
affected their way of looking at it. They think they would have become more interested if 
someone in their social circle had influenced them to invest. 

5.2.4 Financial literacy 
All of the participants define saving in the same way: to save is the same as put away money 
for later use. A common denominator for all respondents but one (7) is that they have a 
savings account even if it is used in different ways. Participants 1, 4, 5 have a fixed transfer 
every month while participants 2, 3, 6, 8 and 10 manage it manually when appropriate. 50% 
of the participants (1, 4, 5, 8 & 10) have funds. Participants 1 and 8 have invested in those in 
the present and use them for savings monthly while 4, 5 and 10 got them from their parents 
and do not invest actively today. 
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None of the participants say their interest in investments is high but all of them say they need 
to learn. The same pattern is shown when asking about knowledge of investments. 70% of the 
participants (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 & 10) answered it is low while participants 5, 6 and 9 answered 
none at all. Participant 3 knows that money does not increase the same way in a savings 
account as in funds, but do not know why. Participant 5 does not know the difference 
between funds and shares, and participant 8 does not understand why money grows in funds.  
 

Participant 5: 
“It is so difficult to know which funds are good and which are bad. I do not want to lose my 
money but I know that many people get rich from investing. Can't anyone just do it for me?” 
 

Participant 7: 
“The reason why I do not invest today is because I have no knowledge, and then it is safe to 

have it in a savings account where you can not lose the money.” 
 
The major reason why participants do not invest today is for the low level of financial 
knowledge. The participants want to learn but say it takes too long. It should be easy to use a 
robo-advisor according to the participants. There is no point in starting to use a new service if 
it continues to generate the same confusion. It is a big concern among the participants that 
you have to have knowledge about investments to use the service. They say that it is good 
that the robo-advisor gives them options, but they would not make a choice until they have 
higher knowledge. 
 

Participant 4: 
"Because the reason I don't invest today is because it's difficult, the app absolutely must not 

make it even more difficult for me" 
 

The participants expressed that they need to learn more about investments before using a 
robo-advisor. Because of the lack of financial literacy, they express that they would have 
problems with answering the questions from the robo-advisor, and then get a suggestion that 
they do not know if it is good or not. 

5.2.5 Financial risks 
All of the participants are scared to lose their money and see investment generally as a huge 
risk. They understand that it is no possibility for the money to grow in their savings account, 
but then they at least did not have to risk losing them. They saw the same risk in investing 
with the help of robo-advisors as investing with anything. 
 

Participant 7: 
“Whatever I choose to do, there is always a risk to invest and then it does not matter if it is a 
friend, a professional or a robot that is helping me. The difference is just that a friend helps 
me for my sake. A robo-advisor or human advisor does it for their own benefit, of course, 

because there are companies behind it. But whatever I choose, the risk of losing my savings is 
always there.” 
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Participant 8: 
“There is no risk of having money in a savings account” 

 
Participant 9: 

“The money I have saved today has taken a long time and I do not want to risk losing them” 
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6. Analysis 
6.1 Previous experience 
The participant in this study had no previous experience in using robo-advisory, but all of 
them used online banking which according to Eastlick and Lotz (1999) increases the chance 
of adopting similar technology. Thus, most of them had used other robot-based systems, like 
automated customer services, which also could be considered to a similar product. The 
experiences of using automated customer service were bad and they did not get an expected 
result which led to more work for them since they had to get help from a human adviser when 
the robot did not understand them. People with familiarity of robot-based systems are more 
likely using their own experiences when forming the attitudes to robo-advisory (Belanche, 
Casaló & Flavián 2019) which in this case affects negative attitudes.  
 
Their previous knowledge about robot-based systems shapes feelings about robo-advisors 
working as badly which affects the affective component (A) and the cognitive component (C) 
negatively. The behavioural component (B) then becomes the resistance not to try. 

6.2 Trust 
As Zhou (2012) states, customers often feel insecure when making digital investments for the 
first time and therefore trust plays a big role. Our result showed that the trust for 
robo-advisory was low among the participants and they did not feel safe using the service. 
The participants mention that they expected them to perform as poorly as any robot-based 
system that they used before which is affecting the cognitive component (C) negative. In 
financial counseling, trust is important (Lachance & Tang 2012) and the participants were 
questionable about why robots would make better decisions than humans, and how they could 
know what funds are most suitable for them. This could be explained from Kim, Ferrin and 
Rao (2003) who mean that a customer's expectations affect the trust of an object. The 
participants expect that the robo-advisor will not perform as they would like it to do which 
decreases the trust for them. 
 
Even though the participants are uncertain about how the robot can know which option is best 
for them and would like to know the backgrounds of a decision, the trust still increases when 
they know that the robo-advisor does not have opportunity to persuade, and instead present 
the advising more objective. Jung et al. (2018a) state that trust in bank advisors is affected by 
recommendations that will benefit the advisor. According to Pi, Liao and Chen (2012) trust 
plays a higher role when financial counselling takes place over the internet which is not 
shown in this result. The participants were more positive to the fact that a robo-advisor did 
not have the opportunity to persuade them to take a decision which is more in line with the 
study by Paccaro Brown (2016) who state that youths are critical to human advisors because 
of the persuading. 
 
According to Bruckes et al. (2019) trust in banks increases trust of robo-advisors. The 
participants had high confidence in their banks today and were positive to test if their own 
banks offered robo-advisory. Most of the participants did not know any of the fintech 
companies that provide robo-advisory in Sweden today. They said that they would rather trust 
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a bank they know and that is well-used by others. This is in line with Lee, Kang and 
McKnight (2007) and Bruckes et al. (2019) who state that the familiarity of a bank increases 
the trust and willingness to try new services provided by them. The feelings of uncertainty for 
unknown banks affect the affective component (A) negatively, but positively if the 
robo-advisor is owned by their own bank. This made the participant more willing to try the 
service and could influence the behavioural component (B) positive. 

6.3 Social circle 
The subjective norms toward an object is to a high degree formed from the influences of the 
users social circle (Belanche, Casaló & Flavián 2012) and social influence affect a person’s 
beliefs, feelings and behaviour (Aluri & Tucker 2015). None of the participants were familiar 
with robo-advisory which Belanche, Casaló and Flavián (2019) mean that the subjective 
norms are then a key determinant for the attitude and adoption of robo-advisory. The 
participants were to a high degree very sceptical toward the robo-advisory and questioning 
why they did not know anyone has used the service which affects the feelings (component A) 
and beliefs (component C) negatively, but would consider using it if someone in their social 
circle would talk well about it. An important factor for them was that they heard positively 
and profe of that it worked from their social circle, because if someone they know has used 
the service, it would have been a confirmation that the service is good. The social influence 
was strong among the participants and could affect their behavioural component (B) if they 
knew anyone who had used robo-advisory. 
 
Previous studies have shown that the social circle is important before oneself adopting new 
technology, Sarker and Wells (2003) states that is often a requirement before oneself 
adopting it. The same trend could be seen in studies about downloading mobile applications 
(Taylor, Voelker & Pentina 2011) and when using new information systems where it gives 
the source credibility and the user a higher level of behavioural intention to use (Aluri & 
Tucker 2015). The same trend seems to be followed in the result of the participants, where 
eight of the participants preferred to wait until someone in their social circle had used the 
application before downloading it themself. Since none of the participants had used the 
service before, it demonstrates that level of importance of the social circle. The result could 
be explained from the study by Sudindra (2018) who state that women consider opinions 
from someone within the social circle and Sun and Zhang (2006) who state that women and 
the younger generation tend to adopt new technology through the experience of others. 
 
This also seems to apply for financial products, where the reason for one of the participants to 
use a human advisor, was from recommendations and pressure from her family. For the other 
participants who did not have family with an interest in investing, they believed they would 
be more intended to start using a financial product if they would have been influenced to it 
from their social circle. The social circle is also according to previous studies important in 
financial decisions, where even experienced and educated people rather listen to their circle 
for decision for social utilities reasons (Bursztyn et al. 2014). This is something that could be 
seen in the participants as well, where 40% of them were studying and working in finance, 
but still answered that the social circle was an important factor for their attitude towards 
using robo-advisory.  
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6.4 Financial literacy 
All participants mention that the lack of financial literacy is the major reason why they do not 
invest in funds in the same way they wish. They still save money, but mostly in saving 
accounts. According to Stolper and Walter (2017) the lack of financial literacy affects people 
negatively when making financial decisions, which Larson, Eastman and Bock (2016) say 
depend on the fact that people with low knowledge tend to invest with low risks with low 
returns.  
 
The participants thought it was good that the robo-advisor would make the decision for them 
in one way but thought that you have to have some knowledge about investments before 
letting them. This affects the behavioural component (B) since the participant did not have 
any knowledge. The impact of financial literacy is largely influencing the decision making 
and previous experiences of investments also increases the opportunity for a woman to invest 
(Awais, Laber, Rasheed & Khurseed 2016). Only two of the participants had active funds, 
while the rest did not. This can have an impact on attitudes towards robo-advisory as most 
participants have not invested in funds in the past. 
 
It makes it difficult to use the service when they do not have the financial knowledge they 
can rely on. One of the participants expressed that “it shouldn’t make it even more difficult 
for me”. This correlates with the low financial literacy which makes the robo-advisor harder 
to understand. Even though Deloitte (2016) claim that robo-advisory is good for those who 
lack financial literacy, the participants mention that they have to learn more about 
investments themselves to know that the robo-advisor gives them good investments and they 
will not let a robot decide this without the knowledge. For the participants the robo-advisor 
should, as Stolper and Walter (2017) state, work as a complement and not a substitute of 
financial literacy. 
 
The participants believed that the robo-advisor would make better decisions than themselves, 
which would have a positive impact on the cognitive component (C). The low financial 
self-confidence is in agreement with previous studies who show lacking financial knowledge 
and low financial confidence for women and therefore low trust in themselves (Lusardi & 
Mitchell 2008; Finansinspektionen 2017; Lusardi & Mitchell 2011; Movestic 2018). 
However, the participants were worried that themselves would not understand the questions 
from the robo-advisor which also could be explained from the low financial confidence 
which affects the affective component (A) negatively. 

6.5 Financial risks 
Participants show that they clearly associate investments with risks and therefore prefer to 
deposit their money on savings accounts where they do not risk losing their money. Because 
of the concerns of losing their money they did not want to use the service if there were any 
risks. Overall, the behavioural component (B) is affecting the attitudes toward robo-advisors 
negatively for the participants when they are exposed and being aware of the risks of 
investing with a robo-advisor. Wilcox (2008) states that the potential risks (RA) becomes 
more valuable than the potential positive effects, and the fear of regretting (RT) the choice is 
greater than daring, when making financial decisions. 
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The feelings and emotions toward robo-advisory is shown by that the participants are scared 
to lose their money which affects the affective component (A) negative. But at the same time, 
they have a feeling that a robot should invest better than themself which makes the risk less 
noticeable for them and affects it positively. As Lusardi and Mitchell (2008) state, lack of 
financial knowledge impacts the view of the risks. Women are also less risk-averse (Eckel & 
Grossman 2008; Dwyer, Gilkeson & List 2002; Sudindra 2018) and prefer risk-free 
investments. The participants knew that robo-advisory includes risk, but did not understand 
the underlying reason about the risk of it. Therefore the cognitive component (C) about the 
risks involving robo-advisory is negatively affected. 
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7. Discussion 
Due to the lack of financial literacy, young women do not trust their own ability to invest 
themselves and feel that they need help. The low financial knowledge affects the participants' 
perception of risks as they see investment in mutual funds as a risk of losing their savings, 
which increases the fear of transferring this responsibility to something they have low 
knowledge about. The lack of financial literacy makes it difficult to exclude the human factor 
when making financial decisions. The low level of knowledge means that many underlying 
questions want to be asked to ensure that everything has gone right. 
 
The risk of losing savings affected the participants to see the positive aspect with investing 
with a robo-advisor since the risk of losing money was a more important aspect than the 
chance of return. The participants' low financial knowledge also affected their 
self-confidence in being able to trust that they answered the robot's questions themselves 
correctly and thus could not trust that the robot made correct decisions for them. In order to 
prevent wrong decisions, the human contact from an advisor or their social circle was 
important. The participants had previous experience of robot-based systems that have not 
been able to help, and where the human contact was crucial. The negative experiences made 
the participants believe that a robo-advisor had worked in the same way and thus could not be 
inclined to make decisions without human influence. 
 
Trust in robo-advisory was important for the participants. They had high confidence in their 
banks and emphasized the importance of the robo-advisor coming from a well-known bank in 
order to increase the confidence. In Sweden, there are few large banks that offer 
robo-advisory that the participants would rather have used compared to smaller fintech 
companies. However, the confidence in the banks’ financial advisors was low and one 
positive reason to use a robo-advisor was that it could not persuade them to make decisions.  
 
However, the high level of trust in the banks did not matter in order to have a positive attitude 
to the service. Influence of the social circle had a major impact on the participants who stated 
that they had tried the service if someone in their social circle had tested and was satisfied. 
None of the participants knew anyone who had tried the service before, which negatively 
affected attitudes to robo-advisory and worries that it did not work. Trustworthiness was then 
negatively affected as the participants assumed that the low use of the service was due to it 
not working. Robo-advisory is still new in the Swedish market, which may be the reason. It is 
therefore very important that the use of robo-advisory increases as it seems to be the biggest 
barrier to start investing with the service. 
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8. Conclusion 
This chapter presents the report’s conclusion and recommended further research on the 
subject. The authors will also reflect on the limitations and implications of the chosen 
method.  

8.1 Conclusion 
Previous experiences, trust, the social circle, financial literacy and financial risks are all 
important factors that affect the attitudes toward robo-advisory. But without influence from 
the social circle or a higher degree of financial literacy, the perception of risk is unlikely to 
change, which will affect the attitudes. Lacking financial literacy leads to a low knowledge of 
investments which affect the willingness to take risks. Investments are considered risky and 
therefore are saving account a safer alternative for young women since the money with 100% 
security does not decrease. Without human contact, those with low financial literacy will not 
be able to rely on a robot when it is actually the very ones who ultimately influence how the 
robo-advisor presents its proposals and ends with none of the alternatives being chosen. If no 
one in their social circle starts using the service, they will also not be willing to try it. 
Robo-advisory does therefore not act as a substitute for financial literacy since the low 
knowledge leads to concerns about not even understanding how to use it. 
 
The low financial knowledge affected the participants' view of risk, and also showed low 
self-confidence to rely on their own judgment. The low use of the social circle influenced the 
participants to not trust the service even though they trusted their bank. So in conclusion, 
without an increased financial knowledge the participants will not dare to make their own 
decisions, and without an increased use in their social circle, the service will probably be 
excluded for future use and attitudes will continue to be negative.  
  
This have contributed to previous studies by giving a deeper understanding and view of how 
these factors influence the attitude toward robo-advisory from a perspective of a young 
woman. This because of previously studies being more focused on a quantitative approach 
and are therefore missing important underlying reasons that affect the attitudes, adoption and 
acceptance. The research could be used for other researchers on robo-advising and for 
companies that are providing such services.  
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8.2 Implications & Limitations 
Qualitative interviews require more time, which leads to fewer participants and responses that 
can be collected, which can have a negative effect on the generalizability. Due to lack of 
time, a limited number of participants have been interviewed which could make it harder to 
generalize on a larger population. However, for the group chosen, the sample collected could 
be argued to be enough for a fair generalization and conclusions could be drawn on a group 
of young women. 
 
Some problems that occurred during the interviews that could be questioned towards the 
validity is that the participants sometimes had difficulty in understanding the issue as they 
were not familiar with the topic. This study was conducted with open-ended questions, which 
meant that the participants did respond freely based on their own knowledge. Therefore, since 
the knowledge of robo-advisory and investments were low among the participants, it is not 
surprising that they could not answer all the questions and may not think about all 
perspectives to use robo-advisory. This topic could have been further researched with 
interviews where the participants answer different statements instead, which could lead to 
better answers of how robo-advisors could motivate them to invest. The insecurity of 
robo-advisors was too great, which led the answers to being largely based on that. The 
transferability to another target group is still possible since the questions are open and also 
possible to adapt to a group with a higher financial literacy. 
 
However, qualitative interviews allow for broader answers where participants can not only 
use few response options as in a quantitative approach, which creates a deeper understanding 
of the answers and an opportunity to be able to question the answers and come up with more 
follow-up questions, which has been positive in this study. Personal interviews create a more 
open dialogue where the participant and the interviewer can ask each other if something is 
unclear which was good when the participants sometimes were unfamiliar within the topic.  
 
The reliability of the research can be questioned because the interview is done on a small 
group of individuals, which means that if the research was repeated on another group, other 
answers could be received. Nevertheless, the participants in this study answered the questions 
in the same way, and if repeated in the same target group, the answers should be the same in 
another context. 
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8.3 Suggestions for further research 
The study's contribution consists of an increased understanding of the attitudes of 
robo-advisors based on those with low financial literacy, which in this study addressed young 
women's views. It is not only young women who have a lack of financial literacy so further 
research could have focused on other target groups and the questions could have been 
transferred to get more data. Young men with a lack of financial literacy would have been 
interesting to study and see if there are any differences in their attitudes towards 
robo-advisory. It would also have been interesting to see the attitudes towards robo-advisory 
from the groups who consider themselves to have high financial literacy. 
 
Companies in robo-advisory can not help the lack of financial literacy and the effect of the 
perceived risk and trust toward robo-advisory prevailing among young women in Sweden. 
Therefore, it would have been interesting to investigate how companies work to reach the 
customer group that is affected by their own lack of knowledge. An idea for further research 
is to see how the developers of the service should market themselves to gain trustworthiness 
in this target group. 
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10. Attachments 
Attachment 1 - Interview template  

Introduction 
Warm up:  

1. How old are you? 
 
2. What is your occupation? 
 
3. Which bank or banks are you using today? 

 
4. Are you satisfied with that/those bank/banks and what trustworthiness do you have for it? 

 
5. Why do you have that bank? 

 
Main body of interview 
Savings and investments 
 

1. What is saving for you? 
 

2. How would you describe your saving habits today? 
 

3. Do you have any long-term savings? 
 

4. How would you wish that your savings habits looked like? 
 

5. What is your interest towards investments? 
 

6. What knowledge do you have about investments?  
 

7. What would you rate your knowledge from 1 to 10 regarding investments?  
 

8. Do you invest active with funds, stocks or funds today?  
If no: Why not? 
If yes: How do you invest? 

 
9. What is it that limits you to not invest today? 

 
10. As an example, if you have 10 000 invested in a funds today and the value decreases with 

2000 during three months. How would you experience that and how would you handle the 
situation?  

 
11. Have you considered or received financial advising from a human advisor from your bank? 
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12. What is the probability that you would contact your bank to get help with financial advising 
today? 

 
13. Do you know that the pension authority invest your money for your pension and that they are 

invested in a fund chosen by them? You can also go in and change this yourself.  
i. Did you know about this? 

ii. What do you think about it? 
iii. Would you have changed if you had more knowledge? 

 
Adoption of technology:  

1. Are you early to adopt new technology? 
a. Do you wait until it becomes a trend? 
b. Do you look up information and other people's opinions before downloading something 
new?  

 
2. Do you use IT in your banking today? 

i. In which way? 
ii. What kind of financial applications do you use? 

 
3. Have you received help from a virtual assistant in customer service before?. 

i. How did you experience those? 
ii. Do you think you would have received better help from a human customer service 

representative? 
 

Robo-advisory:  
1. Do you know what financial robo advising is? 

i. What do you know about robo advising?  
ii. Can you name any companies that offer it?  

iii. What do you think about robo advising? 
iv. Which companies have you heard about before? 

 
2. What is your feelings for this and what trustworthiness do you have for robo advising?  

 
3. Do you think you could use a robo-advisor instead of a human personal financial advisor?  

 
4. Would you rely as much on a robo-advisor as on a human if they had the same knowledge 

and implemented the analyse in the same way?  
i. Why/Why not?  

ii. Which one would you have chosen? 
 

5. Do you think that you with the knowledge you have today would trust to invest with the help 
of a robo-advisor? 

 
6. Robo-advisors generally have a fee for the service, would you think it would be worth to pay 

a fee in order to get help? 
 

7. What do you think about give your personal information to a robot and what kind of 
information would you think is accepted to give? 
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8. Describe how and which characteristics your ultimate robo-advisor should have  in order for 
you to start using it? 

 
9. How big is the probability that you would start using a robo-advisor today from 1 to 10? 

(1-10) 
 

10. Do you think the probability is greater that you would start to use such service from an 
already established bank that you already have connection to compared to a fintech 
independent company?  

 
11. What factors do you think are important for you to start feeling confident in using a 

robo-advisor? 
 

12. Do you think an app would have made it easier for you to invest in a robo-advisor and what 
characteristics are important for you in an app?  

 
 

13. Have you heard about the interest-on-interest effect? If we play with the idea that you save 
500 SEK per month for 35 years in a fund with a interest rate of 8% yearly it would result in 
a total of 1.1 millions. Compared to having those money in a saving account without interest 
which would give a result of 210 000 SEK. Does these numbers increase your motivation to 
start investing in funds or stocks? 

 
 
Cool down: 

 
1. Do you feel that robo advising is an interesting subject? 

 
2. Do you think that this is something you may try in the future? 

 
3. Do you have any additional comments about the interview or something else you would like 

to add? 
 

Closure 
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